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EssayA Prize for Proliferation
but also contain instructions for the future behavior ofKim Nasmyth1
all descendants of that cell. As a consequence, the du-Research Institute of Molecular Pathology
plication and segregation of chromosomes must occurDr. Bohr-Gasse 7
with great fidelity. The two daughter cells produced atA-1030 Vienna
cell division can inherit a few thousand more or lessAustria
ribosomes or different numbers of mitochondria but they
must inherit (usually) two complete copies of their ge-
nomes if they are to proliferate indefinitely and retainAll living organisms on this planet are descended by an
the potential to differentiate into the specialized cellunbroken series of divisions to an ancestral cell that
types of our bodies (Boveri, 1902).came into being over a billion years ago. The discovery
Chromosomes have held center stage in the study ofthat we are all made of cells (Schleiden, 1838; Schwann,
cell division ever since it was realized that cell cleavage1839), which proliferate by growth and division (Remak,
was invariably preceded by the appearance of chromo-1850), was possibly the most important biological dis-
somes within nuclei, their splitting to produce a pair ofcovery of the 19th century. It provided an (albeit incom-
sister chromatids, and movement of each sister chroma-plete) intellectual framework for Darwin’s theory of evo-
tid to opposite poles of the cell (Flemming, 1879). Thelution and it has been the basis for all subsequent
splitting of chromosomes clearly anticipated that of thestudies in cell and developmental biology. Understand-
cell and was rightly considered to be a proximate causeing how cells control cell division is crucial if we are
of cell division. Splitting was recognized to be of suchever to understand embryological development or why
crucial significance that it led to the first, but by notumor cells divide in an unregulated fashion and do so
means last, attempt to divide the cell cycle into definedin a manner that fails to preserve genomic integrity.
phases. The period between the reappearance of chro-By awarding this year’s Nobel prize for Medicine and
mosomes and their splitting into two sister chromatidsPhysiology to Lee Hartwell, Paul Nurse, and Tim Hunt,
was called prophase, the period after splitting was calledthe codiscoverers of a group of protein kinases known
metaphase, and the period during which chromosomesas cyclin-dependent kinases (Cdks), the Nobel commit-
return to their invisible, less-compacted state was calledtee has rightly acknowledged the extraordinary progress
anaphase (i.e., back). It is interesting that metaphasemade in the past fifteen years in understanding how
and anaphase have since acquired rather differentevents of the cell division cycle are ordered and the key
meanings. Metaphase is currently thought of as the pe-part played by the discovery of Cdks. One of the more
riod during which traction of sister chromatids towardrefreshing aspects of Nobel prizes is that they highlight
opposite poles of the mitotic spindle due to attachmenthow very different ways of doing science can lead to
of their kinetochores to microtubules of opposite polar-ground-breaking discoveries. While some are given to
ity (biorientation) is resisted by sister chromatid cohe-those who single-mindedly pursue particular ideas ini-
sion, whereas anaphase commences with movementtially thought to be crazy, this prize is a testament to
of chromatids toward opposite poles, which is nowthe value of having an open mind and a healthy dose
thought to be due to destruction of this cohesion.of serendipity.
Chromosome duplication was of course invisible to
early cytologists and only became measurable after dis-History of Chromosome Research
covery that the hereditary material consisted of DNAFor sustained cell proliferation, cells must duplicate their
(Avery et al., 1944). Eventually, measurements of DNA
constituents, which is known as cell growth, at the same
within living cells demonstrated that it doubled appre-
rate as they duplicate and segregate chromosomes into
ciably before chromosome segregation (Walker and
daughter cells, which is known as the chromosome cy- Yates, 1952), which led to the cell cycle’s division into
cle. Differences between the rates of these two pro- four phases: M phase for the entire mitotic period, S for
cesses will lead to increases or reductions in cell size or, the period of chromosome duplication, and G1 and G2
more precisely, in the amount of cytoplasm per nucleus, for the gaps between S and M phases.
with potentially lethal consequences. Most past and cur- Just as the meaning of metaphase and anaphase has
rent cell cycle research has concentrated on the mecha- changed over time, so have we come to appreciate that
nisms that drive the chromosome cycle and not those there are crucial differences between G1 cells that have
that drive growth. There are two main reasons for this or have not already made preparations for DNA replica-
preoccupation with the chromosome cycle. The first is tion by forming prereplication complexes (i.e., loading
that its events, in particular chromosome segregation, the Mcm helicase needed for initiation) and those which
are clearly some of the most dramatic undertaken by have not. G1 has subsequently been divided up into
eukaryotic cells. The second reason stems from the periods before and after cells have become committed
recognition that chromosomes have a very special role to mitotic division as opposed to other developmental
in specifying the development of multicellular organ- fates (for example, differentiation, quiescence, or entry
isms. Chromosomes not only contain the instructions into meiosis). This particular transition, called Start
for doubling a cell’s constituents prior to cell division (Hartwell et al., 1974) or the Restriction point (Pardee,
1974), is somewhat more nebulous and it may never be
possible to reinterpret it in terms of defined molecular1Correspondence: nasmyth@nt.imp.univie.ac.at
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events, as has been possible for metaphase and ana- quent discovery of linkage between markers on the Dro-
phase. It is a sign of the field’s maturity that the cell sophila X chromosome (Morgan, 1911). It is entirely due
cycle is now viewed more as a series of interlocking to meiosis working in this manner that it has proved
processes than as a series of time intervals (Nasmyth, possible to use linkage to map genes to specific loci
1996). within chromosomes, thus confirming Roux’s sugges-
Though the behavior of chromosomes was clearly tion that chromosomes are the physical repository of a
suggestive of a key role in driving cell division, proof of string of information units now called genes (Roux,
this concept depended on the demonstration that they 1883). Linkage is still at the forefront of efforts to identify
really do control the characteristics of organisms by genes that control the more “mysterious” aspects of our
regulating the behavior of their cells. The importance of behavior that cannot initially be studied by molecular
chromosomes in specifying hereditary characteristics approaches. A recent example is the identification of
was first emphasized by pioneering work showing that a gene that may control the development of neuronal
different organisms possess a characteristic number of circuits responsible for specific aspects of grammar in
chromosomes, that chromosomes come in pairs with humans (Lai et al., 2001).
unique characteristics, and that normal development in By proposing that the first meiotic division is triggered
sea urchins depended on the inheritance of the right set by the resolution of chiasmata and that this process like
of chromosomes (Boveri, 1902). Prior to this point, it had mitosis involves “the longitudinal cleavage of chromo-
been thought that each chromosome contained roughly somes” (i.e., sister chromatid separation), Janssens first
the same information. The discovery of each chromo- brought to our attention that a single fundamental mech-
some’s functional uniqueness could rightly be consid- anism might account for all kinds of chromosome segre-
ered the birth of the concept of the genome. gation in eukaryotic cells. He suggested that there need
The further elaboration of this notion depended of be no such thing as a reductional division whose charac-
course on the recognition that chromosomes were the teristics were radically different from mitosis, and
carriers of Mendel’s character differences (Mendel, showed that meiosis might merely be a variation, albeit
1866), which of course opened up the identification of an important one, of the mitotic process. With few ex-
genes for all aspects of a cell’s behavior, including even- ceptions, all eukaryotic chromosomes have been trans-
tually the identification of genes that regulated the chro- mitted by the same fundamental process, involving the
mosome cycle! However, many of the early discoveries duplication of chromosomes, their splitting into sister
about chromosome segregation were in fact made in chromatids, and traction of these (or at least parts of
complete ignorance of Mendel’s work. This included them) toward opposite poles of the cell.
Weismann’s proposal that hereditary characteristics are
passed down in unaltered form in germ cells that were Separate Control over DNA Replication
insensitive to an organism’s experience (which repre- and Mitosis
sented a major break with Lamarkian theories to which Division of the eukaryotic cell cycle into G1, S, G2, and
even Darwin subscribed) (Weismann, 1883), the crucial M phases is largely due to the distinctive mechanism
observation that gametes, that is, eggs, sperm, and pol-
used to segregate chromosomes in eukaryotic cells
len contained a single set of unique chromosomes while
(Mitchison and Salmon, 2001), which permits chromo-
somatic cells contained two sets—one derived from
some segregation to take place long after duplication.
mum and another from dad (Beneden, 1883), and the
Whereas the mechanics of DNA replication in eukaryoticnotion that gametes must therefore be produced by an
cells resembles that of their bacterial cousins or ante-abnormal “reductional” division that separated maternal
cedents, mitosis uses principles that appear to beand paternal chromosomes (Weismann, 1887). By the
unique to eukaryotic cells. Unfortunately, we still knowtime Mendel’s work had been discovered, it was clear
very little about the mechanisms used by bacteria (Hir-to Sutton (1903) and probably also to Boveri (1902),
aga, 2000). We cannot yet exclude the possibility thatthough surprisingly not to most geneticists including
they too use cytoskeletal fibers analogous to microtu-Bateson and initially also Morgan, that there was a strik-
bules to move their nucleoids to the 1/4 and 3/4 positionsing parallel between the behavior of Mendelian determi-
prior to cell division. Nevertheless, it is clear that mostnants and chromosomes.
if not all bacteria utilize a single origin of DNA replication,Cells caught in the act of what appeared to be the
which also has many of the properties of eukaryoticabnormal reductional divisions responsible for segre-
centromeres, in so far that nascent replication originsgating Mendel’s maternal and paternal character differ-
invariably “lead the way” toward opposite poles. In someences were soon spotted (Flemming, 1887), but the pro-
if not most bacteria, this process starts soon after thecess by which chromosome numbers were halved,
initiation of DNA replication, whereas in others it takeswhich we now call meiosis (Farmer and Moore, 1905),
place 20 minutes later. In most bacteria, the process isremained an enigma until Janssens made what was at
initiated long before chromosome duplication has beenthe time the radical suggestion that chromosome num-
completed. Bacterial chromosome segregation there-bers could, in fact, be halved by a process analogous
fore overlaps with DNA replication and in some casesto mitosis if one assumed that maternal and paternal
may even be driven by it (Lemon and Grossman, 2000).chromosomes were bound together prior to the first
The ability of eukaryotic cells to separate these twomeiotic division through exchanges (chiasmata) be-
processes derives from their ability to hold togethertween their chromatids (Janssens, 1909). Janssens “chi-
for almost indefinite periods the two nascent “sisterasmatype” hypothesis not only explained how cells
chromatids” (Lee and Orr-Weaver, 2001). This is medi-could have many more Mendelian determinants than
chromosomes but also anticipated Morgan’s subse- ated through a still-mysterious mechanism by a multi-
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subunit complex called cohesin (Nasmyth, 2001). Cohe- of the cell cycle (Johnson and Rao, 1971), injecting sub-
stances extracted from one cell cycle stage into cellssion between sisters is fundamental to the equally
at another (Masui and Markert, 1971; Smith and Ecker,mysterious mechanism by which cells attach sister ki-
1971), the addition or removal of factors from in vitronetochores to microtubules of opposite polarity, which
reactions capable of cell cycle progression (Lohka andis known as biorientation. Sister chromatid cohesion
Masui, 1983), and finally, measuring the effect of mutat-could facilitate biorientation by ensuring that sister ki-
ing genes on cell cycle progression in vivo (Hartwell etnetochores face in opposite directions, which is clearly
al., 1970).impossible without some physical coordination between
Of these, the last two have proven the most effectivesisters. Cohesion might alternatively ensure that biorien-
by far. The genetic approach, particularly the use oftation, when achieved largely by chance, results in a
yeast, first pioneered by Hartwell, has been particularlytug-of-war between spindle forces tending to split sis-
powerful in identifying “new players,” whereas in vitroters and cohesion which resists this. This situation
reactions using extracts from Xenopus eggs have beenwould create tension in centromeric chromatin, which
invaluable in dissecting the biochemistry underlyingin turn might lead, again through a mysterious mecha-
these players, though possibly less so in identifyingnism, to the stabilization of kinetochore-microtubule in-
them in the first place. More recently, genetic studiesteractions (Nicklas and Ward, 1994).
with Drosophila have also made important contributionsHaving achieved biorientation, the sudden destruc-
(Glover et al., 1996; Stratmann and Lehner, 1996). Fur-tion of cohesion triggers the actual segregation of sisters
thermore, the new technique of gene inactivation usingto opposite poles. Eukaryotic cells can therefore delay
double-stranded RNA interference, a phenomenon firstchromosome segregation for as long as cohesion be-
discovered and developed in C. elegans but now appli-tween sister chromatids persists, which in the case of
cable also to mammalian tissue culture systems, prom-human oocytes can last several decades. One of the
ises to transform the experimental landscape in this fieldbest examples of the versatility resulting from this princi-
(Gonczy et al., 2000).ple is the ability of eukaryotic cells to reduce chromo-
The cell cycle field has been almost unique in the usesome numbers during meiosis by undergoing two
of two complementary approaches to study what hasrounds of chromosome segregation without an interven-
proved to be the same physiological processes. This,ing round of chromosome duplication. Due to ex-
more than anything else, has been responsible for thechanges between homologous chromatids (Janssens,
extraordinary progress made in the past two decades.1909), cohesion between sister chromatids along the
Both biochemical and genetic approaches have ofarms of chromosomes is used to orient the first division,
course been applied to other topics, such as transcrip-while cohesion between sister centromeres is used to
tional control, but in this case it has rarely been possibleorient the second (Buonomo et al., 2000).
to study the same physiological process using both sys-While the “mechanics” of mitosis make separate S
tems. The massive advantages of using very differentand M phases possible, specific regulatory mechanisms
systems may appear obvious in hindsight but at the timethat are distinct from those necessary for mitosis itself
when these approaches were being pioneered, we hadmust tell the cell when to embark on chromosome dupli-
no idea nor had any reason to believe that the biochem-cation and when to embark on segregation. It is vital
istry of cell cycle control would prove to be so highlythat these two events occur in the correct order and
conserved among diverse eukaryotes. Those who chosethat segregation be delayed when chromosomes have
to study yeast did not do so in the conviction that thebeen damaged or when their replication has not yet
molecules controlling its chromosome segregationbeen completed (Hartwell and Weinert, 1989). It is for
would prove identical to those in you and me, but did sothis reason that one of the holy grails in the cell cycle
rather in the belief that there was at least some chance offield has been the identification of factors that trigger
making progress with simpler systems with powerful
these key cell cycle transitions. What, for example, trig-
genetics. At the time, it was impossible to observe chro-
gers the onset of DNA replication, the onset of mitosis,
mosome segregation in yeast. It was not cytology that
chromosome splitting, chromatid separation, and cell showed it to be similar to that in animal cells but DNA
cleavage itself? Only with their identification would it be sequencing! The key question at this time was whether
possible to study how cells produce these factors in the something as complex as the chromosome cycle would
correct order and at the correct time. be susceptible to an assault by molecular genetics. If
not possible in yeast, then it was clearly hopeless in
S and M Phase-Promoting Factors animal cells.
The cyclin-dependent kinases (Cdks) discovered The genetic and in vitro approaches may eventually
through the work of Hartwell, Nurse, and Hunt have have been the most successful, but they were not the
important roles in most if not all of the above cell cycle first to spot chromosome cycle regulators. Early work
transitions. It is ironic but perhaps typical of many impor- involved fusion of cells at different stages of the cell
tant discoveries that neither Hartwell nor Hunt were pur- cycle. Some of the earliest was done with the slime
suing regulators of the chromosome cycle when they mold Physarum Polycephalum, which grows as a large
embarked on the studies that eventually led them to syncitium that can be cut into pieces and pasted back
Cdk1 and its cyclin regulatory subunits. It was in fact together. The nuclei of these syncitia undergo their chro-
others who initially pursued this goal and first “sighted” mosome cycles in synchrony and are therefore normally
S and M phase-promoting factors. To date, four main all at the same stage. This made it possible to measure
types of assay have been used to detect regulators of whether a syncitium in late G2 or M phase would acceler-
ate the onset of M phase in nuclei at an earlier stage ofthe chromosome cycle: fusing cells at different stages
Cell
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G2. Such experiments demonstrated that an M phase- (Masui and Markert, 1971; Smith and Ecker, 1971) held
promoting factor (or MPF) capable of advancing mitosis more promise than the cell fusion studies because here
in G2 nuclei accumulates shortly before the onset of was an assay which could in principle be used to purify
mitosis (Rusch et al., 1966). The development of tech- the active principle. That this never actually happened
niques for fusing tissue culture cells made possible simi- was largely due to technical reasons. It could have hap-
lar experiments with Hela cells, in which both M phase- pened and probably would have happened if other meth-
promoting and S phase-promoting factors (SPF) were ods had not gotten there first. One of these was the
detected (Johnson and Rao, 1970; Rao and Johnson, development by Lohka and Masui of an vitro system
1970). Thus, G2 cells were accelerated into mitosis by in which nuclei could be stimulated by extracts from
fusion with M phase cells while G1 cells were acceler- metaphase II oocytes to enter a mitotic-like state, that
ated into DNA replication by fusion with S phase cells. is, to break down their nuclear membranes and to con-
Interestingly, while S phase cells stimulated G1 cells dense their chromosomes (Lohka and Masui, 1983). Re-
also to enter S phase, they had no such effect on G2 finement of this system has susbsequently permitted
cells. This suggested that SPF might be a trigger for study of the metaphase to anaphase transition (Shamu
cells that are prepared for the transition and that it is and Murray, 1992), while another variation has been
not an instructive message which tells a cell how to useful in dissecting the biochemistry of S phase initiation
enter S phase as well as when to do so. The significance (Blow and Laskey, 1986). Masui’s system was subse-
of this has only recently become apparent with greater quently used by Lohka (while in Maller’s lab) to purify a
understanding of the molecules needed to initiate DNA factor capable of triggering chromosome condensation
replication. (Lohka et al., 1988). Cdk1 and cyclins had meanwhile
Because cell fusion provided no means of purifying been discovered and shown to be involved in this pro-
the factors, the only possible way forward would have cess in vivo, and tests quickly showed that Lohka’s
been to make inspired guesses. This was indeed at- factor was none other than Cdk1 (Gautier et al., 1988)
tempted in the case of Physarum and remarkably, the complexed with cyclin B (Gautier et al., 1990). The dis-
investigators got very close to the truth but they never covery that mitosis is triggered by the same factor in
pursued their quarry. Langan had characterized a mam- yeast and frogs was electrifying, and the story of how
malian protein kinase capable of phosphorylating his- it came about is a fascinating one.
tone H1, whose activity rose as cells entered mitosis,
and Bradbury showed that bathing Physarum syncitia Mendel’s Children
in a solution containing a semipurified fraction con- It is now almost universally recognized that genetics
taining this kinase actually advanced the onset of mito- and biochemistry complement each other, but it is less
sis (Bradbury et al., 1974). We now know the identity of obvious that success in both disciplines depends on a
this histone H1 kinase. It is none other than Cdk1! common procedure. Central to both is the development
Whether the kinase was really responsible for the mitotic of an in vivo (genetic) or in vitro (biochemistry) assay for
acceleration in Physarum was never proven. a given biological process. Biochemistry, whose assays
Much has been written about the nature of scientific
are in vitro, can identify factors needed for the process
discovery and about what distinguishes scientific lines
through purification, whereas genetics, whose assays
of enquiry from nonscientific ones. The hallmarks of
are in vivo, identifies them by isolating mutants that
science are not in fact criteria such as Popper’s falsifi-
perform the process with altered kinetics (usually not atability (Popper, 1963), which are just as applicable to
all, more rapidly, or in different places). Biochemistryareas of enquiry that seem to go round and round in
fractionates the proteome, whereas genetics fraction-circles as they are to physics and molecular biology
ates the genome. Both methods work because there iswhose understanding appear to progress. What really
a roughly one-to-one correspondence between genesdistinguishes science is whether the questions ad-
and proteins that they encode. To exploit the isolationdressed are of such a nature that their answer does not
of mutants, it is of course necessary to identify/cloneend that line of enquiry but rather creates new opportuni-
the genes capable of complementing the mutationsties for answering equally if not more important ques-
(Nasmyth and Reed, 1980).tions. It is the ability to create chain reactions of ques-
Genetics has frequently been the best method totions and answers that really distinguishes science from
crack open mysterious biological processes which can-other lines of enquiry. Great science is as much charac-
not be reproduced in vitro. Good examples are howterized by the types of question as it is by the methods
bacteria control their genes (Jacob, 1965) and flies theirfor answering those questions and testing the validity
development (Wieschaus, 1995). The discoveries ofof their answers. The cell fusion studies are a case in
Nu¨sslein-Volhard and Wieschaus were based on the usepoint. They were technically magnificent. Indeed, they
of a morphological “assay” for fly development to isolatewere heroic. Furthermore, they actually answered the
mutants defective in establishing, among other things,question whether S or M phase-promoting factors ex-
the major axes of the insect’s body plan (Nusslein-Vol-isted. But, in the long run, they did not really influence
hard, 1995). They recognized, for example, that differentthe work of either Hartwell (and therefore also Nurse) or
aspects of embryonic development in the fruit fly couldeven Hunt. A completely different line of enquiry was
be rather crudely measured according to cuticular pat-eventually required to understand, for example, why
tern, and that it was possible to isolate mutants withS-Cdks trigger DNA replication in G1 but not in G2 cells
very specific defects. One of the perils of the genetic(Diffley, 2001).
approach is that most mutants that fail to perform aThe detection of a maturation-promoting factor capa-
ble of promoting meiosis I in immature frog oocytes complex biological process, such as cell division or em-
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bryonic development, are defective in fundamental as- not have any direct role in regulating passage through
the chromosome cycle.pects of cellular metabolism and the genes affected are
not of direct interest. Exactly the same problem bedevils Despite this, Hartwell’s initial collection of cell cycle
mutants contained mutations in what we now recognizeidentification of genes that control complex neurobio-
logical traits such as the acquisition of grammar in hu- as key regulators of the eukaryotic cell cycle. These
include cyclin-dependent kinases (CDC28) (Lorincz andmans. The key to success is the ability to distinguish
true “developmental” mutants from the vast majority Reed, 1984), a WD40 protein (CDC4) that facilitates ubi-
quitination and thereby destruction of Cdk inhibitorythat are merely defective in cell metabolism and growth.
Lee Hartwell’s discoveries were based on a very simi- proteins (Schwob et al., 1994), components of a multi-
subunit ubiquitin protein ligase called the anaphase-lar principle (it actually predated that of Nu¨sslein-Vol-
hard and Wieschaus): that progression through the bud- promoting complex or cyclosome (APC/C) involved in
promoting cyclin degradation and the separation of sis-ding yeast cell cycle could be rather simply “measured”
by observing the formation and growth of buds. He did ter chromatids (CDC16, 23, and 27) (Irniger et al., 1995;
King et al., 1995; Sudakin et al., 1995), a WD40 proteinnot, as far as I am aware, arrive at this conclusion from
a careful consideration of first principles. As in the case (CDC20) that mediates the interaction between the
APC/C and its targets (Visintin et al., 1997), a Polo-likeof most great discoveries, his work fits Bacon’s apho-
rism that “it cannot be that axioms established by argu- protein kinase (CDC5) that has a key role in regulating
mitosis and cytokinesis, and a phosphatase (CDC14)mentation can suffice for the discovery of new works,
since the subtlety of nature is greater many times than that promotes mitotic exit and the onset of cytokinesis
(Visintin et al., 1998). Orthologs of these proteins arethe subtlety of argument.” Hartwell and his colleague
Cal McLaughlan had set out to use genetics to study found in most if not all eukaryotic cells and for many
investigators, Hartwell’s cdc collection has been a sortgrowth of macromolecular synthesis. They screened
temperature-sensitive mutants for defects in DNA, RNA, of treasure trove, into which one might wish to dip to
find conserved regulators of the eukaryotic cell cycle.and protein synthesis. Brian Reid, one of his graduate
students, quickly realized that most of these mutants It should be added that the identification of chromosome
cycle regulators amongst the CDCs has largely beenarrested as normal-looking yeast cells while others ar-
rested with very particular shapes and sizes. The former conducted on a case-by-case basis through the inspira-
tion or hard work of many labs and not through someturned out to be the “boring” ones that were defective
in intermediary metabolism, RNA transcription, or in pro- magical formula developed by Hartwell himself.
Although the CDC collection contained many genestein synthesis, whereas the latter were mutants that
were defective in progressing through the chromosome involved in the mechanics of chromosome duplication,
it contained very few involved in chromosome segrega-cycle or in undergoing cytokinesis (Hartwell et al., 1970).
Hartwell and his students quickly recognized that mu- tion. We now know that many key defects in mitosis
are either not or only poorly recognized by surveillancetants which were specifically defective in cell cycle
events, such as S phase (Hartwell, 1971), M phase (Cu- mechanisms and do not therefore result in a uniform
cell cycle arrest. Thus, the collection largely lacked ki-lotti and Hartwell, 1971), or cytokinesis, continued to
grow in size despite being arrested at particular stages netochore components, protein kinases which regulate
biorientiation, any of the subunits of condensin orof the budding cycle. He recognized that a key hallmark
of many but not all cell division cycle (cdc) mutants is cohesin, proteins which regulate microtubule dynamics,
separase which triggers separation of sister chromatids,their large cell size and uniform bud shape (no buds,
large buds, or even multiple buds, depending on what and topo-isomerase II needed to decatenate them. Lee
Hartwell himself contributed little if at all to the elucida-step in the cell cycle is defective). A yeast cell’s bud
was, as it were, the equivalent of a fly’s bristle. Its shape tion of the functions of his CDC genes. But, his develop-
ment of in vivo assays for cell cycle progression andand size could be used to determine whether cells were
capable of growth but defective in passage through the his identification of dozens of genes involved in this
process most definitely “let the cat out of the bag.” Itchromosome/division cycle. A yeast cell’s bud grows
as it progresses through the cell cycle and bud size demonstrated that cell cycle control might be suscepti-
ble to the genetic approach.therefore provides a simple measure of cell cycle posi-
tion. As a result, by noting whether cells with no buds, One of the reasons why Hartwell made sense of so
many of his mutants was that he also studied very care-small buds, or large buds were still capable of complet-
ing division upon shift to the restrictive temperature, it fully the physiology of cell division in wild-type yeast
cells. Following the pioneering work of Killander andwas possible to estimate, though not always correctly,
after which point in the cell cycle a particular gene prod- Zetterberg, showing that mammalian cells only enter S
phase when they reach a critical size (Killander anduct completed its function.
It is very largely also to Lee Hartwell’s credit that he Zetterberg, 1965), Hartwell showed that many of the key
steps in the yeast cell cycle were tied to their reachingsubsequently recognized the limitation of this assay. He
showed that many of his traditional cell cycle mutants a critical cell size (Hartwell and Unger, 1977). Upon
growth to a critical size, yeast cells form buds (an earlyonly arrested at specific stages of the cycle because of
surveillance mechanisms (now called checkpoints) that step in cytokinesis), enter S phase and, if haploid, be-
come refractory to cell cycle arrest by mating phero-recognize failures in DNA replication and repair and
block key cell cycle transitions (Weinert and Hartwell, mones. Of all Hartwell’s mutants, only one (cdc28-1)
failed to perform any one of these three events despite1988). Thus, many of his CDC genes turned out to en-
code enzymes involved in DNA replication, for example maintaining normal rates of protein and RNA synthesis
(Reid and Hartwell, 1977). Hartwell postulated thatDNA polymerase or DNA ligase, which very possibly do
Cell
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CDC28 encoded a protein that was required for cell tant impact as it demonstrated in a manner more rigor-
ous than hitherto possible that specific genes, whichcycle “commitment” or “Start.” This concept of cell cycle
commitment, though highly influential for many years, were not themselves essential for cell cycle progression,
were essential for cell cycle arrest when DNA was dam-has not yet proved particularly powerful in understand-
ing actual cell cycle mechanisms. It nevertheless led aged. Hartwell and Weinert soon thereafter wrote an
influential review in which they generalized their conceptHartwell to propose that CDC28 might encode a key
regulator of the cell cycle (Hartwell et al., 1974)—a pro- of cell cycle surveillance mechanisms and christened
them “checkpoints” (Hartwell and Weinert, 1989). Thisposal that turned out to be correct, though he did not
have particularly good reasons at the time. I remember work undoubtedly encouraged people to recognize that
p53 might have a similar role in humans.Steve Reed and myself having long arguments with Her-
schel Roman (then the chairman of the genetics depart- Hartwell and Weinert’s review suggested that any
mechanism that ensures the dependence of a cell cyclement in Seattle) about the importance of our having
cloned this key regulator of the cell cycle. Herschel mis- event on completion of any earlier one is a checkpoint.
With such an overly general definition, mitotic regulatorschievously but also rightly pointed out that there existed
no evidence up to that point that CDC28 encoded a such as the APC/C and separase (Uhlmann et al., 2000)
qualified as checkpoints, the former because its muta-protein whose activity actually controlled the onset of
the cell cycle. Steve Reed’s lab went on to sequence tion causes cells to enter mitosis in the absence of DNA
replication and the latter because its mutation causesCDC28 and show that it encoded a protein kinase now
known as Cdk1 (Lorincz and Reed, 1984). It was to take centrosome duplication in the absence of nuclear divi-
sion. There is clearly something wrong here becausemany years and important input from biochemists work-
ing on MPF and histone H1 kinases before Cdk1’s kinase most of us accept that the APC/C, like Cdks, forms the
core of the regulatory system that orders DNA replica-activity could be properly measured and shown to deter-
mine when yeast cells start the cell cycle (Wittenberg tion and chromosome segregation, while separase,
which actually splits sister chromatids, is a crucial partet al., 1990). Long before then, however, genetic studies
by Paul Nurse and his colleagues had discovered that of the chromosome segregation mechanism. Some dis-
tinction must be retained between fundamental regula-the equivalent enzyme controls the onset of mitosis in
the fission yeast Schizosaccharomyces pombe. tory mechanisms driving the cell cycle (its ratchet as it
were) and surveillance mechanisms that promote fidelityInstead of studying the functions of his CDC genes,
Hartwell turned his attention to the problem of fidelity. by delaying the onset of processes like entry into mitosis
or anaphase when previous processes have gone awry.How, he asked, did cells know that they should not
undergo mitosis when their chromosomes were dam- In practice, it is usually difficult to distinguish whether
a regulatory mechanism is part of the cell cycle’s hardaged (Weinert and Hartwell, 1988)? Work in bacteria had
shown that a specific control mechanism blocked cell wiring or merely a surveillance mechanism needed for
high fidelity. Dispensability has been suggested as adivision when cells were irradiated with UV (Walker,
1984). It was also known that eukaryotic cells, including criterion. However, whether a control mechanism is es-
sential varies from organism to organism depending onmammalian cells and yeast, blocked various aspects of
mitosis, when irradiation produced double strand its biology. The so-called spindle checkpoint, which
blocks activation of APC/C and hence activation of sep-breaks in the DNA of their chromosomes. Was this cell
cycle arrest due to the damage per se or might it, as arase and inactivation of Cdk1, is dispensable in yeast
(Li and Murray, 1991) but not in mice (Dobles et al.,in bacteria, be due to a “voluntary” inhibition of the
machinery that drives cells through mitosis? Hartwell 2000). Meanwhile, securin, which inhibits separase and
is destroyed by the APC/C, is dispensable in S. cerevis-and Weinert posed this question a year or two before
it would be possible to answer it directly by measuring iae and mice but essential in S. pombe and Drosophila,
though not because anaphase is deregulated but be-the levels of Cdk1-cyclin B. Subsequent analyses in
both fission yeast and mammalian cells would show that cause separase no longer works very well. There are
therefore no objective criteria for distinguishing check-Cdk1-cyclin B kinases indeed fail to be activated in
irradiated G2 cells. Cells clearly do block promoters of points from core cell cycle mechanisms. At present, it
is merely a question of consensus that some cell cycleM phase when their chromosomes are not in “tip top”
shape. Hartwell and Weinert instead asked whether the controls have the flavor of checkpoints whereas others
do not. Control mechanisms without which cell divisionradiation sensitivity of some of the known rad mutants
in yeast might be due not to defective DNA repair per is impossible are clearly not checkpoints, whereas those
primarily concerned with ensuring high fidelity are. Thisse but rather due to their specific failure to arrest the
cell cycle when irradiated. In their original survey, they leaves many in the gray zone.
Cell cycle genetics was clearly pioneered by Hartwellfound that mutations in the RAD9 gene permitted irradi-
ated cells to divide when wild-type cells would arrest in using budding yeast. However, it was paradoxically a
“second generation” genetic study, of the cell cycle inG2 or M phase (Weinert and Hartwell, 1988). Rad9p,
they postulated, was a component of a surveillance the fission yeast S. pombe, that demonstrated how, in
rare cases, it is possible to distinguish key regulatorymechanism or “checkpoint” that detects DNA damage
and as a consequence blocks the machinery that drives genes from those that encode “run of the mill” enzymes
also needed for cell division.cells through mitosis. Hartwell was not the first to de-
scribe such mutants, for it was already known at the The genetic study of the fission yeast cell cycle initi-
ated by Paul Nurse, while as a post doc in Murdochtime that cells from patients suffering from ATM were
defective in G2 cell cycle arrest (Painter and Young, Mitchison’s lab, was inspired by Hartwell’s work on bud-
ding yeast. Nurse (with some help from Pierre Thuriaux1980). Hartwell’s rad9 paper nevertheless had an impor-
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and later myself) initially set out to copy Hartwell’s pro- Nurse immediately realized the importance of his dis-
covery and proceeded to isolate many more “wee” mu-cedure and isolated a largish collection of S. pombe
mutants that arrested at different stages of the cell cycle tants; this time finding them enriched at the top of su-
crose gradients (Thuriaux et al., 1978). Surprisingly, all(Nurse et al., 1976). Like Hartwell’s mutants, the fission
yeast cdc mutants were distinguished from those that mutations but one were recessive to wild-type and
mapped to the wee1 locus. It was proposed that themerely failed to grow due to metabolic defects by virtue
of the arrested cells becoming very large (i.e., long) at wee1 gene product was necessary to prevent the onset
of mitosis before cells reached a critical size. However,the restrictive temperature. As in Hartwell’s discovery
of cell cycle mutants, it was a chance observation by one mutant, wee2-1, mapped to a different locus and
was dominant or at least partially dominant to wild-type.Nurse that changed the course of these studies. During
an attempt using sucrose gradients to enrich for mutants The next crucial discovery was made by Pierre Thuri-
aux who was then visiting the lab. Thuriaux reasonedthat produced large cells at the restrictive temperature,
Nurse identified a mutant strain with precisely the oppo- that wee2-1 might be a gain-of-function allele of one of
the cdc genes that had just been identified in S. pombe.site phenotype; that is, a mutant in which cells divided
at half the normal cell size when shifted from 25C to He therefore crossed wee2-1 to all known cdc mutants
and discovered that it was allelic to cdc2 (Nurse and35C! The mutant was found at the bottom of the gradi-
ents not because of the small size of its cells but because Thuriaux, 1980). Because I happened to be the first per-
son Thuriaux bumped into after analyzing his tetrads, Ia cell separation defect causes daughter cells to clump
together. was the first person in the world to hear about this crucial
insight. I vividly remember his excitement and delightFission yeast had been chosen by Swann and Mitchi-
son because its cylindrical shape and growth entirely as he asked me to guess the identity of the cdc gene
that controlled mitosis. Up to this point, cdc2 was noby extension facilitated the measurement of cell growth
by simply measuring cell length. Nurse was to reap the more or less interesting than any other cell cycle gene
needed for mitosis. After Thuriaux’s experiment, it washarvest of this wise decision. Because of its linear
growth, S. pombe was an ideal organism to identify clear that it must encode a key regulator of mitosis.
Unlike wee1, cdc2 was required for mitosis.mutants with altered ratios of cytoplasm to nucleus.
Only in organisms like S. pombe would such mutants Nurse’s and Thuriaux’s work suggested that cdc2 was
a key cell cycle regulator, whereas that of Hartwell andlook dramatically smaller. To his great credit, Nurse kept
the unsought-for “wee” mutant strain (wee1-50) and em- his colleagues, for lack of any other candidate, had pin-
pointed CDC28. Once it became possible to clone CDCbarked on a study of its properties (Nurse, 1975). He
showed that wee1-50 mutants grew with a generation genes by complementation (Nasmyth and Reed, 1980),
it was merely a matter of time before it was realized thattime equal to wild-type at 25C and 35C, and that cells
divided at a normal size at 25C but at half the wild-type these two genes encoded homologous protein kinases.
In fact, the discovery that cdc2 from S. pombe was thesize at 35C. Most remarkable of all, this change in cell
size occurred within one generation’s growth at 35C. homolog of CDC28 from S. cerevisiae was actually made
in a somewhat more dramatic fashion. Work in buddingHis studies showed that wild-type cells spend much of
their cell cycle in G2 growing to a critical cell size before yeast had shown how yeast genes could be cloned by
complementation of mutants. Once Nurse and Beachthey enter mitosis and that wee1-50 mutant cells divided
at a smaller size because they had lost this G2/M size had developed similar techniques for S. pombe, I sug-
gested that they should try hunting also for S. cerevisiaecontrol. Shifting wee1-50 cells to 35C caused most G2
cells in the population to enter mitosis almost immedi- genes capable of complementing cdc2 mutants. Much
to their surprise, they isolated CDC28 (Beach et al.,ately! The mutant had clearly lost the normal depen-
dence of mitosis on the acquisition of a critical cyto- 1982).
This result suggested for the first time that the cellplasmic mass. It was the first example of a mutant that
was clearly defective in regulating the cell cycle. Though cycle was conserved, at least between two distantly
related ascomycetes. However, the result was actuallymany of Hartwell’s CDC genes did indeed turn out to
encode cell cycle regulators, this has only been demon- somewhat confusing at the time, for it was thought that
CDC28 was merely required for events that occur at thestrated by subsequent biochemical studies.
The wee1 mutation was not lethal due to cells becom- beginning of the cell cycle and not for mitosis. There
ensued a period in which it was thought that buddinging ever smaller because, as it transpires, S. pombe
also possesses a control that prevents initiation of DNA and fission yeast used the same kinase for different cell
cycle events. I remember that this was rather de-replication below a critical size, which only “kicks in”
once cells become small enough (Nurse and Thuriaux, pressing, because it raised the possibility that highly
conserved proteins might turn out to have very different1977). Note that the effect of abolishing Wee1 regulation
was a change in cell size, not a change in generation functions. Fortunately, this has turned out not to be the
case. We now know of course that both cdc2 and CDC28time; the rate of cell proliferation is determined by the
rate at which cells duplicate their nonchromosomal con- (now known as Cdk1) are required for both the initiation
of DNA replication and mitosis in both yeasts (mamma-stituents and this was not altered by the wee1 mutation.
In his discovery of wee mutants, Nurse had stumbled on lian cells use two related but different kinase subunits,
Cdk2 and Cdk1, for these two events).a way of observing cell size control. It is not realistically
possible to isolate interesting mutants with the opposite Somewhat later, Melanie Lee in Nurse’s lab was also
successful in isolating the human homolog of this classphenotype (that is, mutants with a larger cell size) be-
cause virtually all cell cycle mutants arrest with large of protein kinases by heterologous complementation
using a mammalian cDNA library (Lee and Nurse, 1987).cells—again the specificity problem.
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This tour de force had an immediate and electrifying like humans but because they use the same processes
impact. Till now, the yeast and animal cell cycle work as human cells and do so in a manner that facilitates
had largely been pursued independently of each other, discoveries about these processes. S. pombe’s preoc-
but the identification of Cdc2’s human ortholog changed cupation with G2 to M phase control is not particularly
that decisively forever. The work on yeast had been “human,” but without any question it made possible the
wisely supported in the belief that study of the yeast discovery of Cdc2’s role in regulating mitosis, which
cell cycle might yield insights into that of mammalian is shared by all eukaryotic cells. Likewise, the recent
cells, but few, if any, people were fully prepared for the discovery of separase’s role in triggering sister chroma-
extent to which cellular mechanisms had been con- tid segregation (Uhlmann et al., 2000), also a conserved
served. Similar discoveries about the conservation of mitotic process, stemmed largely from an aspect of
eukaryotic mechanisms were of course made in many yeast biology that distinguishes it from humans. This is
areas of cell and developmental biology at around this the retention of most cohesin (the substance that holds
time. chromatids together) on chromosomes until the meta-
Nurse’s subsequent contributions to understanding phase to anaphase transition. The lack of chromatid
the eukaryotic cell cycle have been both numerous and splitting during prometaphase in yeast, which in animal
important. Paul Russell and he showed, by genetic cells may be due to dissociation of most cohesin from
means, that Cdk1 (cdc2) is inhibited by Wee1 (a kinase) chromosomes, made it possible to observe what hap-
but activated by Cdc25 (a phosphatase) (Russell and pens to chromosomal cohesin later on at the metaphase
Nurse, 1987). He then found that Cdk1-cyclin B kinase to anaphase transition. Countless other cases support
activity is inhibited by phosphorylation of a crucial tyro- this thesis. Our current knowledge about telomeres, for
sine residue and suggested that Wee1 was responsible example, would never have been possible without work
(Gould and Nurse, 1989). Thus, almost single-handedly, on protozoa. It will nevertheless remain a challenge for
he worked out that dephosphorylation of Cdk1 by the granting agencies to distinguish, at an early stage, inno-
Cdc25 phosphatase was a crucial step controlling entry vative studies on novel model organisms from derivative
into M phase. This too was very important work, as some “me too” work. The importance of studying an organism
of the checkpoints or surveillance mechanisms that de- that was not swimming in the mainstream of cell cycle
tect damaged DNA prevent entry into mitosis by pre- studies was of course equally relevant in the case of
venting dephosphorylation of this crucial Cdk1 residue. Tim Hunt’s discovery of cyclins.
His lab also found that in addition to promoting mitosis,
Cdk1 had a role in preventing rereplication of the ge- A More Destructive Tendency
nome during G2 (Hayles et al., 1994). As we shall see, It is a curious fact that most of us first think of positive
Cdks not only promote but also block the chromosome control when we think of biological regulatory mecha-
cycle. nisms while cells themselves more often opt for negative
One of the morals of this tale is the importance of regulation. The cell cycle field is no exception. Most
studying the same process by working on different or- emphasis has been in finding factors that promote key
ganisms. S. cerevisiae largely regulates cell cycle pro-
chromosome cycle transitions. Cdks certainly fit the bill,
gression by controlling the onset of DNA replication or
but as it turns out, they have equally important roles in
the onset of anaphase. In contrast, because their prolif-
inhibiting cell cycle events. The discovery of cyclins by
erative life cycle phase is haploid, S. pombe cells spend
Tim Hunt was not only important in finding Cdk1’s part-most of their time in G2 where sister chromatid cohesion
ner but also in our appreciation that removing factorsfacilitates DNA repair. As a consequence, the G2 to M
can be just as important if not more so than producingphase transition is very tightly regulated. Due to their
them.different life cycles/biology, S. pombe but not S. cerevis-
Unlike Paul Nurse and Lee Hartwell, who made theiriae was “primed” for the discovery of G2/M transition
key discoveries while actually trying to study the cellregulators. Both organisms use Cdk1 and Wee1, etc.,
cycle, Tim Hunt made his breakthrough while trying toto control entry into mitosis, but discovery of this was
study a totally different phenomenon: the control ofmuch easier in S. pombe. This lesson should not be
mRNA translation. It had been known for some time thatforgotten, especially in an age where it is difficult to
fertilization of eggs in many organisms is accompaniedobtain grants to study organisms that are not currently
by an increase in the rate of protein synthesis pro-considered to be good models. It is desperately impor-
grammed by maternal mRNA. Hunt and his colleaguestant that cell biologists continue to study as wide a
analyzed the changes in the pattern of protein synthesisvariety of organisms as possible, and one of the great
in eggs of the sea urchin Arbacia upon either their fertil-challenges in the postgenomic age is how to facilitate
ization or parthenogenetic activation. Their assay wasthe study of currently unfashionable models and to do so
remarkably simple: incorporation of radioactive [35S]me-without decades of technical development. Drosophila
thionine into proteins displayed according to their sizegenetics is nearly one hundred years old and yeast ge-
on SDS polyacrilamide gels. By some extraordinary fore-netics about seventy, and the sophisticated techniques
sight, they took the trouble to measure the level of thesethat can be applied to these two organisms cannot easily
proteins at regular intervals after eggs had been fertil-be replicated in others.
ized. Luckily for them, both fertilization and the subse-Over the years, there has been friendly competition
quent cleavage divisions of sea urchin eggs are suffi-as to whether S. pombe or S. cerevisiae is more or
ciently synchronous to detect an effect of cell cycleless human and by implication a better or worse model
position. One particular protein stood out because itssystem. There is of course no answer to this question.
Model organisms are not better because they are more abundance oscillated with a periodicity identical to that
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of cell cleavage. They went on to show that the oscilla- destroyed in such a dramatic fashion at the onset of
tion was caused exclusively by periodic degradation. anaphase. To be quite honest, it might never have hap-
This protein, which they christened cyclin, was synthe- pened at all. Due to multiple genes with overlapping
sized at a constant rate throughout the cell cycle but functions, Hartwell’s collection of CDC genes did not
periodically degraded shortly before each cleavage divi- include cyclins at all.
sion (Evans et al., 1983). They found similar phenomena Cyclins have proved to be key regulators of Cdk1.
in a distantly related sea urchin, Lytechinus pictus, and Unlike most protein kinases, Cdks are completely inac-
even more remarkably in the clam Spisula solidissima, tive unless bound by cyclins. In the absence of cyclin,
where they detected not one oscillating protein but two, a crucial catalytic glutamic acid residue on the highly
which they named cyclin A and cyclin B. They were conserved PSTAIRE helix of Cdk1 is situated outside its
therefore unquestionably the first to describe periodic catalytic cleft. Furthermore, a so-called T loop sits in
protein degradation during the cell cycle, and they front of the cleft and blocks access of polypeptide sub-
showed that this phenomenon was a conserved feature, strates to ATP. Cyclin binding both moves the T loop
at least in marine invertebrates. At the time, they stated away and places the glutamic acid residue inside the
that “it is difficult to believe that the behavior of cyclins cleft, where together with a lysine residue, an aspartic
is not connected with processes involved in cell division, acid residue, and a magnesium ion, it coordinates the
but at this stage we have no direct evidence that it is.” ATP phosphate atoms (Pavletich, 1999). It is largely,
They noted that cyclins came and went with a timing though not exclusively, due to the dependence of Cdk
similar to the formation and disassembly of mitotic spin- activity on unstable cyclins that cells manage to change
dles, with the condensation and decondensation of the concentration of these kinases very rapidly as they
chromosomes, and with the breakdown and reformation move through the cell cycle.
of nuclei, and speculated (presciently as it turns out)
that cyclins might be a constituent of the maturation- Cell Cycle Engine or Traffic Lights?
promoting factor (MPF) responsible for inducing meiotic The full significance of Cdks was only appreciated when
maturation in frogs. their activities were found to rise prior to the events
Many other labs subsequently contributed to the dis- that they promoted and to fall thereafter. Cdk2 activity
covery that cyclins A and B were indeed regulatory sub- associated with cyclins E or A (S-Cdks) triggers the
units of Cdk1 and that cyclin degradation was indeed onset of S phase, whereas Cdk1 activity associated
crucial for cell cycle progression. Joan Ruderman with cyclins A or B (M-Cdks) triggers M phase. The
cloned the first cyclin gene and showed that cyclin A mechanisms responsible for generating these Cdk oscil-
might have a role in promoting entry into mitosis (Swen- lations have naturally been a hot topic of enquiry during
son et al., 1986), whereas Andrew Murray (while in Marc the decade since their discovery. One of the attractions
Kirschner’s lab) was the first to describe a nondegrad- for studying these over other developmental regulatory
able cyclin and the consequences of its expression mechanisms is that the system is a closed/cyclical one,
(Murray et al., 1989). They showed that cyclin degrada- which can be comprehended in its entirety. It will soon
tion was required for Cdk1 inactivation as cells exit from
be possible to understand not only how the beginning
M phase and proposed that cyclin proteolysis was re-
of the cycle leads to the end but also how the end leads
quired for the metaphase to anaphase transition. Recent
back to the beginning. Alhough there remain important
work suggests that this is indeed the case in animal
gaps in our understanding, in particular the mechanismcells but not in yeast. Hunt’s most important contribution
by which activation of mitotic Cdks in late G2 leads toto the elucidation of cyclin’s function at this stage was
their subsequent demise at the hands of the APC/Cthe demonstration that translation of cyclin mRNA was
during the metaphase to anaphase transition, the broadnecessary for extracts of activated Xenopus eggs to
outlines of the Cdk regulatory system are now well es-enter mitosis (Minshull et al., 1989). He also collaborated
tablished, at least in some model systems (Chen et al.,with Maller to show that cyclin B was present in Lohka
2000).and Maller’s purified preparation of a mitosis-inducing
Due to their ability to trigger chromosome duplicationfactor (Gautier et al., 1990).
and segregation, Cdks are often regarded as the cellHunt did not have a large lab and possibly therefore
cycle’s “engine.” This point of view fails to account formissed out on the opportunity to do what, at a certain
the crucial fact that upregulation of Cdk activity is notstage, had become the obvious “killer experiments.”
actually capable of producing a sustained increase inFortunately for us all, he never hesitated to discuss his
the rate of cell proliferation. If Cdks were analogous toideas with a wider audience. It was typical of his selfless
the cell cycle’s engine, then increasing the frequencyattitude that he was as happy to see others perform
of Cdk oscillations should increase the frequency ofexperiments that he might have done himself. Further-
rounds of chromosome duplication and segregationmore, his infectious enthusiasm for cell cycle research
(chromosome cycles), which should spit out more cells.(and the scientific enterprise in general) undoubtedly
It can do this in the short term but it cannot sustain this.helped to propel the field along at a dizzying pace. His
Why not? The answer is that the Cdks which trigger Sdiscovery that key cell cycle transitions are accompa-
and M phase are neither necessary nor sufficient fornied by sudden and very rapid destruction of key regula-
stimulating the cell’s ability to grow. Indeed, this is thetory proteins was no less influential for having been
reason why Hartwell’s cdc28 and Nurse’s cdc2 mutantsmade largely by chance. It is interesting to note that the
continue to grow in size despite being arresting in G1gene for cyclin B had also been identified in S. pombe
and G2, respectively. Cdk4 and cyclin D may have someas cdc13, but it would have taken a very long time indeed
using yeast alone to appreciate that this protein was role in growth control as well as control of the chromo-
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some cycle (Datar et al., 2000), but the Cdks that control initiation of DNA replication. The consequences would
the onset of S and M phases do not. be reduplication of at least certain segments of the ge-
A second reason why it may be misleading to consider nome before segregation of sister chromatids from the
Cdks as the cell cycle’s engine is that they do not appear previous round of duplication, which is incompatible
to have instructive roles. They may tell the cell when to with the orderly segregation of chromosomes during
embark on chromosome duplication or segregation but mitosis. Cytokinesis must likewise never coincide with
they do not tell the cell how to perform these processes. chromosome alignment during metaphase and it is
Activation of an S phase-promoting Cdk triggers chro- therefore inhibited by the Cdks which trigger entry into
mosome duplication in a G1 cells if they have made the mitosis. Cdks are therefore analogous to traffic lights,
appropriate preparations for initiation (the formation of which when green for traffic moving along one road are
prereplication complexes or pre-RCs) (Diffley et al., simultaneously red for traffic attempting to move along
1994) but not in G1 cells that have not yet made these an intersecting one. An active Cdk “shines” as it were
preparations (Piatti et al., 1996) nor at all in G2 cells green in one direction but red in the other. This metaphor
(Dahmann et al., 1995; Johnson and Rao, 1971). The has of course its limitations because unlike traffic lights,
formation of pre-RCs involves the loading of a multisub- which only regulate two potentially conflicting flows of
unit helicase composed of Mcm proteins (Ishimi, 1997), traffic, Cdks both promote and block multiple processes
whose subsequent activation as a consequence Cdk in parallel. If Cdks are analogous to the traffic lights
activity melts origins. Likewise, activation of an M themselves, their regulators, in particular the APC/C,
phase-promoting Cdk in a G1 cell whose chromosomes are analogous to the switching mechanisms that turn
are unreplicated may induce nuclear membrane break- these lights on and off. Meanwhile, surveillance mecha-
down and chromosome condensation, but in the ab- nisms (checkpoints), which delay activation or inactiva-
sence of paired sister chromatids it cannot possibly lead tion of Cdks, delay as it were the lights changing when
to an orderly dissemination of the genome. Control of heavy traffic has caused cars to be stuck in the block.
processes like pre-RC formation and sister chromatid Though not perfect, this metaphor conveys better the
cohesion are clearly as crucial aspects of the chromo- actual role of Cdks than simply calling them master
some cycle as triggering the initiation of S and M phase. regulators of the cell cycle, let alone its engine.
Although they were first discovered as factors re- Clearly, if Cdks are to function in a manner analogous
quired for advancing chromosome cycle processes, it to traffic lights, then their inactivation is clearly just as
has subsequently emerged that Cdks have equally im- important as their activation. Indeed, what may make
portant roles in blocking cell cycle events. S-Cdks not this particular class of protein kinase unique is their
only have a crucial role in triggering initiation of DNA ability not only to be activated in a matter of minutes or
replication from origins that have formed pre-RCs but seconds by a complex network controlling dephosphor-
have an equally important role in blocking the produc- ylation of their kinase subunit, but also to be inactivated
tion of pre-RCs (Dahmann et al., 1995; Nguyen et al., in a similarly brief period of time through the destruction
2001). This dual function helps explain one of the great of their regulatory cyclin subunit.
mysteries of eukaryotic DNA replication: how chromo- Like traffic lights, Cdks must be either on or off. It is
somes with multiple origins of DNA replication prevent vital that they do not easily flicker between these two
reinitiation of DNA replication during late S phase from states. It has become clear, particularly from work in
origins that had fired during early S phase. By having yeast, that multiple mechanisms ensure that low and
Cdks be responsible for initiation as well as inhibiting high Cdk states are self-reinforcing. Once S- and
pre-RC formation, eukaryotic cells ensure that reinitia- M-Cdks are active, they phosphorylate both CKIs and
tion cannot recur until Cdks and geminin (an inhibitor of Cdh1 (a variant of Cdc20 only active in G1 cells), which
pre-RC formation [McGarry and Kirschner, 1998]) have causes proteolysis of the former and prevents the latter
been inactivated, neither of which occur until chromo-
from binding to the APC/C. Meanwhile, once Cdks have
some segregation from the previous round of DNA repli-
been inactivated, CKIs are stable and APC-Cdh1 is ac-
cation has been initiated by the APC/C. Negative as well
tive. These low and high Cdk states are therefore instrin-as positive control is also an intrinsic aspect of M-Cdks.
sically stable and cannot therefore coexist, a phenome-Their activation promotes entry into M phase but simul-
non called bistability. A great deal of cell cycle control istaneously blocks the onset of sister chromatid separa-
therefore concerned with promoting the switch betweention, exit from a mitotic state, and the onset of cytoki-
these two states (Morgan, 1999).nesis.
This duality of Cdk function, promoting one or more
They Got it Right!process while simultaneously blocking others, appears
As an avid reader of the Economist, I was disappointedto be fundamental to their ability to coordinate cell cycle
by their suggestion that the Nobel committee hadevents. A good analogy would be the role of traffic lights
“blown” it in giving this year’s prize for medicine andat a road intersection. In this regard, traffic moving along
physiology to the discoverers of Cdks and not to thoseone road represents a biological process like the initia-
who had just sequenced the human genome. Their pro-tion of DNA replication, whereas traffic moving along an
posal betrays a fundamental misunderstanding of theintersecting road represents another process, say the
nature of scientific breakthroughs. There is no questionformation of pre-RCs, whose simultaneous occurrence
that the possession of whole genome sequences haswith the first process is incompatible with it. Just as
greatly facilitated the complicated task of working outtraffic from one road must be prevented from crossing
how cells actually function and interact with each other,an intersection while traffic from the other is doing so,
so must formation of pre-RCs never coincide with the which is the ultimate name of the game. There has,
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however, been an element of inevitability hanging over Although there still persist great gaps in our under-
the human genome sequencing project ever since the standing of cell cycle timing mechanisms, the time is
development of machines capable of dideoxy-sequenc- ripe for the field to move on to a more integrated ap-
ing. One should not forget that genetics started in a very proach. The cell cycle’s regulatory mechanisms can only
different fashion, with the discoveries of an obscure be studied in the context of what they regulate. As it
monk in the city of Brno, who was so far ahead of his turns out, elucidating how Cdks actually regulate chro-
time that no one recognized the importance of his work mosome cycle transitions has proved more difficult than
until he was long dead and buried. I have no doubt understanding their regulation. Discovering the physio-
that one of Nobel’s intentions was to recognize and logical substrates of protein kinases, or any other pro-
encourage the Mendels of this world: that is, those who tein modifying enzyme for that matter, is a formidable
set out merely to understand and who for reasons of task and not one best approached from the point of
good luck, perseverance, and the wit to recognize their view of the enzyme itself but rather from the study of
luck managed to explain what had previously been mys- processes regulated by it. The number of instances
terious in a manner that has the potential to benefit the where we fully understand how phosphorylation by Cdks
rest of mankind. It is one of the tragedies of genetics actually advances S or M phase events is few and far
that Mendel died long before his work was recognized. between. M-Cdks have been implicated in disassembly
One of the roles of the Nobel Prize is to prevent this of the nuclear lamina (Nigg, 1992), in activation of the
sort of thing happening again. condensin complex (Kimura et al., 1998), which helps
Viewed in this light, there is no question in my mind to compact chromosomes, and in altering the dynamics
that the Nobel committee got this year’s prize absolutely of microtubules (Buendia et al., 1992), but in few of these
right. Identifying the “traffic lights” of the chromosome cases has the physiological significance of particular
cycle represents a huge step in our understanding of phosphorylation events been rigorously proven. Ironi-
how each one of our cells inherits two complete copies cally, one of the better-understood functions of Cdks,
of the genome after cell division. It has opened all sorts at least in animal cells, is not their role in advancing the
of doors to answering fundamental questions about onset of mitosis but in preventing the metaphase to
growth and development and how this goes awry in anaphase transition. At least in animal cells, M-Cdks
cancer cells. Furthermore, no amount of genome gazing appear to phosphorylate and thereby inhibit separase
would have recognized Cdks for what they are. It took (Stemmann et al., 2001).
of course not just three people, but a large community, Understanding the processes regulated by Cdks,
many of whom lost sleep at nights trying to figure out Polo-like kinases, and the APC/C and how they are regu-
a way to crack this problem. There can be no doubt that lated spatially as well as temporally will be important
the discovery of Cdks opened the door to a mechanistic goals for the future. New tools will certainly be required
understanding of how chromosome duplication and to measure multiple events in real time inside cells. With
segregation are regulated. This has already had a huge this sort of information and an array of chemical inhibi-
impact on the way we look at and describe tumor cells tors with which one can block events within seconds and
and there is a good chance that it may soon lead to new observe the real time consequences, it should eventually
types of chemotherapies with less severe side effects. be possible to construct mathematical models capable
Finally, there is not the slightest doubt what it was that of making predictions that have hitherto eluded our intu-
Hartwell, Hunt, and Nurse actually discovered, whether ition. We must not lose sight of the long-term goal, which
it was correct, and whether each had made contribu- is to understand how proliferating cells manage to dupli-
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